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bestselling author steven gaines s richly entertaining people and juicy social
history of the hamptons as one of america s most fabled communities long a
magnet for artists celebrities the very rich and their respective hangers on
the hamptons have been a scene of constant collision among the established old
guard new money and the local families who farmed and fished the region for
generations in serving up three centuries of hamptons history steven gaines
introduces a host of colorful characters including jackson pollock ron perelman
lauren bacall and the bouvier beales of grey gardens infamy philistines at the
hedgerow is a mesmerizing feat of storytelling a book that takes us behind the
privet hedges and rolling sand dunes and brings vivid life to the curious
passions and personalities that animate the hamptons bestselling author steven
gaines writes about the world behind the walled estates and rolling dunes a
world of money celebrity property and eccentric characters in this mesmerizing
book a summer haven to steven spielberg martha stewart and billy joel to name
just a few the hamptons have long been the retreat of choice for nouvelle
society international aristocracy and the most creative and powerful
personalities in the corporate entertainment and media worlds a triumph of
accessible science writing lee schofield an intriguing book the hedgehog has
found its champion tristan gooley jaunty scholarly wise charles foster any
project that highlights the plight of hedgehogs is invaluable tim rice in poll
after poll hedgehogs come out top as britain s favourite mammal and yet their
numbers are estimated to have halved in less than twenty years why who or what
is responsible for the disappearance of so many thousands of hedgehogs in
recent decades is it the car driver the badger the farmer the gardener tom
moorhouse sets out to investigate the evidence and in seeking to discover the
cause of this loss and how we save the species he uncovers a story full of
twists turns and uncomfortable truths about the trade offs that exist between
humans and wildlife and then thankfully he provides solutions a final chapter
complete with contributions from hedgehog conservation experts equips the
reader with the toolkit required to try and coax our beloved hedgehogs back a
definitive and entertaining social history of the hamptons new york s ultimate
high end backyard looks at the history of long island s east end a locale
marked by a class struggle between the wealthy and the have nots since its
earliest origins from the acclaimed bestselling author of philistines at the
hedgerow comes a remarkably revealing profile of the miami beach no one knows a
tale of fabulous excess thwarted power and rekindled lives that will take its
place among the decade s best works of social portraiture created from a mix of
swampland and dredged up barrier reef miami beach has always been one part
drifter mecca and one part fantasyland simultaneously a catch basin for con men
fast talk artists and shameless self promoters and a shangri la for sun
worshippers and hardcore hedonists in miami beach it s often said that if you
re not indicted you re not invited but the city s mad fascinating complexity
resists easy stereotyping fool s paradise is more than just a present day
profile of a dark eden gaines journeys back into the city s social and cultural
history unearthing stories of the resort s past that are every bit as absorbing
and jaw dropping as those of its present the book begins with a snapshot of the
city s current excess this is after all a sun washed hamlet that boasts on a
per capita basis more bars and breast implants than any other place in america
then plunges into the beach s origins chronicling the audacious rise of such
hoteliers as the fontainebleau s ben novack and the eden roc s harry mufson the
sharp elbowed tactics of al capone and frank sinatra and the mac 10 shooting
sprees of the marielito and colombian drug lords from there the narrative
shifts to two wildly eccentric souls who gave their lives to preserving the
city s architectural dazzle and creating its color palette introduces us to the
most powerful man in miami beach and arrives finally in the modern day where we
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meet among others a kinky german playboy who once owned a quarter of south
beach and publicly flaunts his sexual escapades a fabulously successful
nightclub promoter whose addictive past seems to have given him a portal into
the night world s id and a gaggle of young sexy models dreamers and schemers on
a mission to achieve significance evoking the beach s surreal blend of flashy
vegas and old hollywood glamour as well as its manic desperation and reckless
wealth gaines persuasively demonstrates that though the beach is in the words
of its most famous drag queen an island of broken toys a place where people get
away with things they d never get away with anyplace else it casts an
irresistible spell from new york times bestselling author steven gaines comes a
wry and touching memoir of his trials as a gay teen at the famed payne whitney
psychiatric clinic one of these things first is a poignant reminiscence of a
fifteen year old gay jewish boy s unexpected trajectory from a life behind a
rack of dresses in his grandmother s brooklyn bra and girdle store to manhattan
s infamous payne whitney psychiatric clinic whose alumni includes writers poets
and madmen as well as marilyn monroe and bestselling author steven gaines with
a gimlet eye and a true gift for storytelling gaines captures his childhood
shtetl in brooklyn and all its drama and secrets like an edward hopper tableau
his philandering grandfather with his fleet of cadillacs and corvettes a giant
empty movie theater his portal to the outside world a shirtless teenage boy
pushing a lawnmower and a pair of tormenting bullies whose taunts drive gaines
to a suicide attempt gaines also takes the reader behind the walls of payne
whitney the harvard of psychiatric clinics as time magazine called it populated
by a captivating group of neurasthenics who affect his life in unexpected ways
the cast of characters includes a famous broadway producer who becomes his
unlikely mentor an elegant woman who claims to be the ex mistress of newly
elected president john f kennedy a snooty suicidal architect and a seductive
young contessa at the center of the story is a brilliant young psychiatrist who
promises to cure a young boy of his homosexuality and give him the normalcy he
so longs for for readers who love stories of self transformation one of these
things first is a fascinating memoir in the vain of susanna kaysen s girl
interrupted and augusten burroughs s running with scissors with its novelistic
texture and unflagging narrative this book is destined to become one of the
great indelible works of the memoir genre the author dissects the tactics of
warren buffett muhammad ali gwyneth paltrow richard nixon princess diana and
other successful people to reveal how power plays are made in the real world
richly illustrated with archival photos and reproductions of the artists work
hamptons bohemia chronicles the evolution of a community and the colorful
characters who have inhabited it from winslow homer to george plimpton 176 full
color and halftone images includes audio versions and annual title author index
for 300 years sag harbor has been a prism reflecting facets of american history
from its heyday as a prominent whaling port worthy of mention in moby dick to a
factory town shipping out bulova watches to its latest incarnation as an
alternative coastal retreat to the exclusive hamptons stephen longmire explores
the stories of this renowned eastern long island community in keeping time in
sag harbor a unique combination of fine art photographs and historical text
architecture is a cornerstone of sag harbor s charm because the village has
preserved a full range of buildings dating from the american revolution to the
present these include the stately eighteenth and nineteenth century mansions
lining what realtors have dubbed captains row the modest homes of generations
of working people from diverse backgrounds the commercial facades of main
street and preserved public buildings such as the early custom house and minard
lafever s whalers church the work to protect this architecture and the economic
and ecological balance it embodies in the face of booming real estate
development is at the heart of longmire s account interviews with residents
both new and old chart the evolving character of the village exploring how it
has struggled to retain its identity while learning to sustain itself on
tourism anchoring this story are longmire s own color photographs of sag harbor
today and archival photographs and maps that reveal the many layers to the
community s sense of place keeping time in sag harbor is an intimate portrait
of a special place that is changing fast despite almost all of the town being
listed on the national register of historic places through longmire s images
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and words we appreciate why sag harbor is both a unique american village and an
example of what is happening to communities across the united states from santa
fe to south beach book jacket based on access to a wealth of a new material
gleaned from her own writings from documents at the schools she attended from
the archives of the john f kennedy library and from interviews with those who
knew her best houses of the hamptons offers a fascinating glimpse into the
mediafication of crime headlines v reality what about the media the
relationship of crime reporting and its effectiveness concerning the criminal
justice system crimes and reactions the salem witchcraft trials the scopes
monkey trial july 10 25 1925 the menedez brothers 1989 colin ferguson 1993 the
o j simpson case 1994 jon benet ramsey 1996 kobe bryant 2003 daniel pelosi 2001
elizabeth ann smart 2002 scott peterson 2002 michael jackson 2004 criminal
justice treatment by the media a star is formed media construction of the
female criminal by krista gehring martha stewart this criminal case is about
lying can the mass media do good or no wrong if a story isn t on tv or depicted
by the media in america it doesn t exist in our culture in conclusion winter
ashburn was once the toast of the ton but now she skirts the margins of high
society by stealing from the rich to give to the poor her latest mark is none
other than rory jameson the rake who dared mistake her for a lady of the
evening winter has stolen from her fair share of scandalously handsome men in
the past so why does her heart beat faster as she approaches his door rory
jameson is a rake it s true and he s caught many a thief while on secret
missions for the crown but none has been this intriguing this enticing he will
make winter repay what she took so shamelessly and melt her icy façade with the
heat of his wicked touch but her kiss sets his soul on fire and now he will
never be satisfied until he has made this alluring temptress his own politica
cultura economia this captive tale introduces a mysterious miss and a ruthless
earl who find themselves playing a most dangerous game she was a charming rogue
an impish child and if the earl of shayle knew little else about the alluring
woman he had rescued he knew that marie was going to marry him but he didn t
count on her deadly enemy
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Philistines at the Hedgerow 2018-08-07 bestselling author steven gaines s
richly entertaining people and juicy social history of the hamptons as one of
america s most fabled communities long a magnet for artists celebrities the
very rich and their respective hangers on the hamptons have been a scene of
constant collision among the established old guard new money and the local
families who farmed and fished the region for generations in serving up three
centuries of hamptons history steven gaines introduces a host of colorful
characters including jackson pollock ron perelman lauren bacall and the bouvier
beales of grey gardens infamy philistines at the hedgerow is a mesmerizing feat
of storytelling a book that takes us behind the privet hedges and rolling sand
dunes and brings vivid life to the curious passions and personalities that
animate the hamptons
Philistines at the Hedgerow 1998 bestselling author steven gaines writes about
the world behind the walled estates and rolling dunes a world of money
celebrity property and eccentric characters in this mesmerizing book a summer
haven to steven spielberg martha stewart and billy joel to name just a few the
hamptons have long been the retreat of choice for nouvelle society
international aristocracy and the most creative and powerful personalities in
the corporate entertainment and media worlds
Philistines at the Hedgerow 1998 a triumph of accessible science writing lee
schofield an intriguing book the hedgehog has found its champion tristan gooley
jaunty scholarly wise charles foster any project that highlights the plight of
hedgehogs is invaluable tim rice in poll after poll hedgehogs come out top as
britain s favourite mammal and yet their numbers are estimated to have halved
in less than twenty years why who or what is responsible for the disappearance
of so many thousands of hedgehogs in recent decades is it the car driver the
badger the farmer the gardener tom moorhouse sets out to investigate the
evidence and in seeking to discover the cause of this loss and how we save the
species he uncovers a story full of twists turns and uncomfortable truths about
the trade offs that exist between humans and wildlife and then thankfully he
provides solutions a final chapter complete with contributions from hedgehog
conservation experts equips the reader with the toolkit required to try and
coax our beloved hedgehogs back
Ghosts in the Hedgerow 2023-03-23 a definitive and entertaining social history
of the hamptons new york s ultimate high end backyard looks at the history of
long island s east end a locale marked by a class struggle between the wealthy
and the have nots since its earliest origins
The End of the Hamptons 2006-06 from the acclaimed bestselling author of
philistines at the hedgerow comes a remarkably revealing profile of the miami
beach no one knows a tale of fabulous excess thwarted power and rekindled lives
that will take its place among the decade s best works of social portraiture
created from a mix of swampland and dredged up barrier reef miami beach has
always been one part drifter mecca and one part fantasyland simultaneously a
catch basin for con men fast talk artists and shameless self promoters and a
shangri la for sun worshippers and hardcore hedonists in miami beach it s often
said that if you re not indicted you re not invited but the city s mad
fascinating complexity resists easy stereotyping fool s paradise is more than
just a present day profile of a dark eden gaines journeys back into the city s
social and cultural history unearthing stories of the resort s past that are
every bit as absorbing and jaw dropping as those of its present the book begins
with a snapshot of the city s current excess this is after all a sun washed
hamlet that boasts on a per capita basis more bars and breast implants than any
other place in america then plunges into the beach s origins chronicling the
audacious rise of such hoteliers as the fontainebleau s ben novack and the eden
roc s harry mufson the sharp elbowed tactics of al capone and frank sinatra and
the mac 10 shooting sprees of the marielito and colombian drug lords from there
the narrative shifts to two wildly eccentric souls who gave their lives to
preserving the city s architectural dazzle and creating its color palette
introduces us to the most powerful man in miami beach and arrives finally in
the modern day where we meet among others a kinky german playboy who once owned
a quarter of south beach and publicly flaunts his sexual escapades a fabulously
successful nightclub promoter whose addictive past seems to have given him a
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portal into the night world s id and a gaggle of young sexy models dreamers and
schemers on a mission to achieve significance evoking the beach s surreal blend
of flashy vegas and old hollywood glamour as well as its manic desperation and
reckless wealth gaines persuasively demonstrates that though the beach is in
the words of its most famous drag queen an island of broken toys a place where
people get away with things they d never get away with anyplace else it casts
an irresistible spell
Fool's Paradise 2009-01-27 from new york times bestselling author steven gaines
comes a wry and touching memoir of his trials as a gay teen at the famed payne
whitney psychiatric clinic one of these things first is a poignant reminiscence
of a fifteen year old gay jewish boy s unexpected trajectory from a life behind
a rack of dresses in his grandmother s brooklyn bra and girdle store to
manhattan s infamous payne whitney psychiatric clinic whose alumni includes
writers poets and madmen as well as marilyn monroe and bestselling author
steven gaines with a gimlet eye and a true gift for storytelling gaines
captures his childhood shtetl in brooklyn and all its drama and secrets like an
edward hopper tableau his philandering grandfather with his fleet of cadillacs
and corvettes a giant empty movie theater his portal to the outside world a
shirtless teenage boy pushing a lawnmower and a pair of tormenting bullies
whose taunts drive gaines to a suicide attempt gaines also takes the reader
behind the walls of payne whitney the harvard of psychiatric clinics as time
magazine called it populated by a captivating group of neurasthenics who affect
his life in unexpected ways the cast of characters includes a famous broadway
producer who becomes his unlikely mentor an elegant woman who claims to be the
ex mistress of newly elected president john f kennedy a snooty suicidal
architect and a seductive young contessa at the center of the story is a
brilliant young psychiatrist who promises to cure a young boy of his
homosexuality and give him the normalcy he so longs for for readers who love
stories of self transformation one of these things first is a fascinating
memoir in the vain of susanna kaysen s girl interrupted and augusten burroughs
s running with scissors with its novelistic texture and unflagging narrative
this book is destined to become one of the great indelible works of the memoir
genre
One of These Things First 2016-08-09 the author dissects the tactics of warren
buffett muhammad ali gwyneth paltrow richard nixon princess diana and other
successful people to reveal how power plays are made in the real world
Field and Hedgerow 1895 richly illustrated with archival photos and
reproductions of the artists work hamptons bohemia chronicles the evolution of
a community and the colorful characters who have inhabited it from winslow
homer to george plimpton 176 full color and halftone images
Passion's Aftermath 1892 includes audio versions and annual title author index
Condé Nast's Traveler 1998-07 for 300 years sag harbor has been a prism
reflecting facets of american history from its heyday as a prominent whaling
port worthy of mention in moby dick to a factory town shipping out bulova
watches to its latest incarnation as an alternative coastal retreat to the
exclusive hamptons stephen longmire explores the stories of this renowned
eastern long island community in keeping time in sag harbor a unique
combination of fine art photographs and historical text architecture is a
cornerstone of sag harbor s charm because the village has preserved a full
range of buildings dating from the american revolution to the present these
include the stately eighteenth and nineteenth century mansions lining what
realtors have dubbed captains row the modest homes of generations of working
people from diverse backgrounds the commercial facades of main street and
preserved public buildings such as the early custom house and minard lafever s
whalers church the work to protect this architecture and the economic and
ecological balance it embodies in the face of booming real estate development
is at the heart of longmire s account interviews with residents both new and
old chart the evolving character of the village exploring how it has struggled
to retain its identity while learning to sustain itself on tourism anchoring
this story are longmire s own color photographs of sag harbor today and
archival photographs and maps that reveal the many layers to the community s
sense of place keeping time in sag harbor is an intimate portrait of a special
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place that is changing fast despite almost all of the town being listed on the
national register of historic places through longmire s images and words we
appreciate why sag harbor is both a unique american village and an example of
what is happening to communities across the united states from santa fe to
south beach book jacket
Power Money Fame Sex 2000-09 based on access to a wealth of a new material
gleaned from her own writings from documents at the schools she attended from
the archives of the john f kennedy library and from interviews with those who
knew her best
The New York Times Index 1998 houses of the hamptons offers a fascinating
glimpse into the
Littell's Living Age 1888 mediafication of crime headlines v reality what about
the media the relationship of crime reporting and its effectiveness concerning
the criminal justice system crimes and reactions the salem witchcraft trials
the scopes monkey trial july 10 25 1925 the menedez brothers 1989 colin
ferguson 1993 the o j simpson case 1994 jon benet ramsey 1996 kobe bryant 2003
daniel pelosi 2001 elizabeth ann smart 2002 scott peterson 2002 michael jackson
2004 criminal justice treatment by the media a star is formed media
construction of the female criminal by krista gehring martha stewart this
criminal case is about lying can the mass media do good or no wrong if a story
isn t on tv or depicted by the media in america it doesn t exist in our culture
in conclusion
Hamptons Bohemia 2002-04 winter ashburn was once the toast of the ton but now
she skirts the margins of high society by stealing from the rich to give to the
poor her latest mark is none other than rory jameson the rake who dared mistake
her for a lady of the evening winter has stolen from her fair share of
scandalously handsome men in the past so why does her heart beat faster as she
approaches his door rory jameson is a rake it s true and he s caught many a
thief while on secret missions for the crown but none has been this intriguing
this enticing he will make winter repay what she took so shamelessly and melt
her icy façade with the heat of his wicked touch but her kiss sets his soul on
fire and now he will never be satisfied until he has made this alluring
temptress his own
Current Contents 1998 politica cultura economia
Urban Design Update 1991 this captive tale introduces a mysterious miss and a
ruthless earl who find themselves playing a most dangerous game she was a
charming rogue an impish child and if the earl of shayle knew little else about
the alluring woman he had rescued he knew that marie was going to marry him but
he didn t count on her deadly enemy
Talking Book Topics 1999
Keeping Time in Sag Harbor 2007
Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy Onassis 2000
Houses of the Hamptons, 1880-1930 2007
Cassette Books 1978
Crime and the Media 2007
Newsweek 1998
The New Yorker 2005
Book Review Digest 2000
Passion and Pleasure in London 2008-08-26
Current Contents, April 12, 1999 1999
The Publishers Weekly 2005
The Hedgerow Book 1979
The Living Age 1894
Index de Périodiques Canadiens 1998
American Book Publishing Record 1998
Songs of Hedgerow and Lane 1914
Subject Guide to Books in Print 2001
L'espresso 1998
The North British Review 1870
Passion's Lady 1993-05
New York 1999
Quill & Quire 1998
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